[REGULATION OF THE mTOR SIGNALING PATHWAY IN MACROPHAGES IN VARIOUS PATHOLOGIES].
Macrophage is a key cell of immune system, it participates in antiviral, antimicrobial and antitumor defense of the organism, also in regeneration and reparation of tissues. Macrophage coordinates functioning of immune system, participates in tumor growth progression. The process of inflammation consists of two stages. Cytotoxical potential of immunocompetent cells will be realized in the first stage, to avoid a bacterial infection. The second stage of inflammatory process is associated with reparation and regeneration. During inflammation, according it stages, macrophages change functional state, switching from cytotoxical M1 to M2, that associated with reparation. We suppose, that rapamysin, a suppressor of mTOR, causes completely different effects on tumor associated macrophages and cells of microglia. Rapamycin transforms tissue macrophages into M1 phenotype, promoting the tumor regression. While in microglial cells of the central nervous system it induces transformation into M2 phenotype, facilitating the course of the neurodegenerative disease and slowing down the aging.